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Abstract Current approaches do not allow robots to execute
a task and simultaneously convey emotions to users using
their body motions. This paper explores the capabilities of
the Jacobian null space of a humanoid robot to convey emo-
tions. A task priority formulation has been implemented in
a Pepper robot which allows the specification of a primary
task (waving gesture, transportation of an object, etc.) and
exploits the kinematic redundancy of the robot to convey
emotions to humans as a lower priority task. The emotions,
defined by Mehrabian as points in the Pleasure - Arousal
- Dominance space, generate intermediate motion features
(jerkiness, activity and gaze) that carry the emotional infor-
mation. A map from this features to the joints of the robot is
presented. A user study has been conducted in which emo-
tional motions have been shown to 30 participants. The re-
sults show that happiness and sadness are very well con-
veyed to the user, calm is moderately well conveyed, and
fear is not well conveyed. An analysis on the dependencies
between the motion features and the emotions perceived by
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the participants shows that activity correlates positively with
arousal, jerkiness is not perceived by the user, and gaze con-
veys dominance when activity is low. The results indicate a
strong influence of the most energetic motions of the emo-
tional task and point out new directions for further research.
Overall, the results show that the null space approach can be
regarded as a promising mean to convey emotions as a lower
priority task.

Keywords Human-robot interaction · Social robotics ·
Emotion conveyance · Robot kinematics · Task priority ·
Pepper robot

Abbreviation

DOF Degree of Freedom
JVG Jerkiness - Activity - Gaze
PAD Pleasure - Arousal - Dominance

1 Introduction

Robotics is moving from cells of industrial manipulators to
shared environments where humans and robots have to inter-
act [10, 44]. The increasing interest in Human-Robot Inter-
action and social robotics [4] has naturally lead to the ques-
tion of whether robots should be endowed with emotions
[11] and emphatic behaviours [3, 43].

In this regard, a future is devised in which humans and
robots interact on a daily basis. Several studies show a link
between productivity and the emotional state of the workers,
for example, happiness raises productivity [36], and anxiety
impairs cognitive performance, which may ultimately lead
to fatigue and degrade productivity [18]. In order to increase
the probability that the operator succeeds in his/her task, a
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robot may want to convey an appropriate emotional state to
the user (i.e., calmness, when the robot is delivering a fragile
load to the human; or an appropriate degree of arousal in a
situation where a robot and a human are cooperatively carry-
ing a delicate object through a narrow passage). In this situ-
ation it is necessary to have all the possible means to induce
the desired emotion to the operator. It is even more interest-
ing if the robot can achieve this while executing another task
with higher priority (grasp a fragile load while approaching
the user to deliver the charge). Another situation where it
can be interesting to convey emotions to humans is, for in-
stance, when a care robot is carrying a plate and may sense
that a patient is in a low mood and thus use its redundancy
to convey positive emotions to him/her; or even to convey
an appropriate emotion so that the robot is more accepted
by the people with which it is interacting [22]. Also, for a
robot gesturing with the hands while speaking, it can be in-
teresting (and even necessary) to complement the emotional
content of the voice with more emotional information, and
use the redundancy to do so while the hands are occupied
doing the gestures.

1.1 Related works

Different approaches have been devised in the Human-Robot
Interaction field to use the robot to convey emotions to the
user. An interesting approach is the modulation of the voice
intonation [16, 30, 38], such that the voice carries the emo-
tional information. Other approaches use a robot or avatar
head to carry emotional information, for example, by actu-
ating eleven servo-motors in the robot face to command the
desired facial expressions through a behaviour based control
[8], by integrating the head motion with the facial expres-
sion to emphasize the emotional content [12], or by generat-
ing emotionally expressive head and torso movement during
gaze shifts [27].

Conveying emotions through the body motions has been
studied in the animation and computer graphics commu-
nity for decades [2, 23, 45], and it is only recently that ef-
forts have arisen in the robotics community [26, 35, 39]. In
[6] new emotional expressions are generated by interpolat-
ing between key robot configurations associated to specific
emotional expressions. Some other approaches add an off-
set motion (in terms of position and its derivatives) on a
known gesture: for instance, in [30] the final position and
the velocity of a base gesture are modified depending on the
emotional information to be conveyed by a humanoid robot,
and, similarly, in [34] the intermediate points and the veloc-
ity of a given trajectory are transformed to incorporate affec-
tive nuances. Interestingly, the field is capturing increasing
attention and maturing, and a survey can already be found
[24].

Although there is a rich corpus of literature dealing with
the emotion conveyance through the body motions of the
robot, to the authors knowledge, the available approaches
exclusively use the joints of the robot to carry the emotional
information as the unique task. An obvious limitation arises
when the robot is already executing a given task and a need
to use the robot body motions to carry emotional informa-
tion is detected. Then a decision has to be made of whether
use the robot for the given task or stop it and switch to the
emotional task.

Is it possible to execute both tasks simultaneously?
The present work intent is to push the boundaries of the

current state of the art in robot emotion conveyance through
the body motions of a humanoid robot and do a step for-
ward in answering this question. In this regard, a framework
to integrate the given task and a desired emotional task is
presented when the former has the highest priority. To do
so, the kinematic redundancy of the robot is exploited.

The use of the Jacobian null space [29] of a robot is a
well known mean to exploit the kinematic redundancy of the
robot to execute simultaneous tasks, whether at a kinematic
or dynamic level. Further improvements of this concept lead
to the multi priority frameworks [14, 17, 31, 41], where sev-
eral tasks can be imposed to the robot with different levels
of priority. These solutions have been widely applied to ma-
nipulators, mobile manipulators [46] and more recently to
humanoid robots [40].

The aim of this work is to explore the null space of a
robot as a mean to convey emotions to humans. The first ob-
jective is to develop a function to convey emotions through
the motions of a Pepper robot (Fig. 1) using its null space;
as a sub-objective, it is desirable that the proposed solution
be extendible to any humanoid robot. The second objective
is to present the results of a user study that has been con-
ducted and its interpretation. The aim of this study has been
twofold: to evaluate the conveyance quality of the proposed
solution, and to analyse at a deep level the interactions be-
tween the different physical emotional features of the robot
and the emotions perceived by the users.

1.2 Contributions

The main contribution of this work is to present the first ap-
proach, to the authors knowledge, for a humanoid robot to
simultaneously execute a kinematic task and convey emo-
tions to the users with its body motions, and the first evi-
dence that the null space is a promising mean to convey the
emotions as a lower priority task. To do so, a map is pre-
sented that transforms emotional information to kinematic
features of the robot. The approach has been implemented in
a Pepper robot and is extendible to other humanoid robots.
As another contribution, the conclusions of a user study that
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Fig. 1 The Pepper robot, with the base, right wrist and head
frames in relief, the joints of the common trunk, and of
the head and right arm chains. The left arm joints and the
left hand frame, omitted for ease of visualization, follow by
symmetry.

analyses the interactions between the robot kinematic fea-
tures and the perceived emotions are presented.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the basic features of the Pepper robot. In Section 3 the emo-
tion conveyance approach is presented, divided into the emo-
tion conveyance functions and the task priority inverse kine-
matic algorithm. Section 4 presents the implementation of
this approach. The description of the user study and its re-
sults are shown in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the inter-
pretations of the results, current limitations of the proposed
approach and open questions. Finally, Section 7 addresses
the conclusions and future work.

2 The Pepper Robot

Pepper is a social humanoid robot (Fig. 1) designed by Soft-
bank Robotics 1. It is composed by a body with two arms on
top of a three-wheeled omnidirectional platform. The body
is divided by the waist in the torso and a lower part, which
can be seen as a single leg, connected to the platform with
what resembles a knee. It weights 28 kg and has a height of

1 https://www.ald.softbankrobotics.com

1.2 meters, thus has the gross stature of an 8 year old child.
From a kinematic point of view the Pepper robot can be seen
as a tree with three branches, the head and the two arms, that
share a common chain composed by the leg and the torso.
The leg and torso chain has 3 Degrees of Freedom (DOF),
the head has 2 DOF in the neck, and each arm has 5 DOF in
the joints of the arm and an additional DOF in an open-close
motion of the fingers. 3 more DOF are due to the mobility
of the omnidirectional platform, thus making an overall of
20 DOF.

For this work the hands are of no interest so a 18 DOF
(platform, 3; leg and torso, 3; head, 2; right arm, 5; left arm,
5) kinematic model of the Pepper robot is used. The origin of
the reference frame of each arm chain is on its wrist and the
origin of the reference frame of the head is located between
the eyes (as in Fig. 1). The corresponding DH parameters of
the Pepper robot can be found in Table 1.

Joint ai αi di θi0 θimin ,θimax

Base 0 -π/2 339 0 Fix
Knee Pitch 268 0 0 -π/2 -0.51, 0.51
Hip Pitch 79 -π/2 0 0 -1.04, 1.04
Hip Roll 0 -π/2 0 -π/2 -0.51, 0.51

Head Yaw 0 -π/2 309 -π/2 -2.09, 2.09
Head Pitch 0 0 0 0 -0.71, 0.61
Hip Roll 226 π/2 -57 0 -0.51, 0.51

R. Sh. Pitch 0 π/2 -150 π/2 -2.09, 2.09
R. Sh. Roll 0 -π/2 0 -π/2 -1.56, 0.01
R. Sh. Yaw 1 π/2 181 0 -2.09, 2.09
R. El. Roll 0 -π/2 0 0 0.01, 1.56
R. Wr.Yaw 0 0 150 0 -1.82, 1.82
Hip Roll 226 π/2 -57 0 -0.51, 0.51

L. Sh. Pitch 0 π/2 150 π/2 -2.09, 2.09
L. Sh. Roll 0 -π/2 0 -π/2 -1.56, 0.01
L. Sh. Yaw 1 π/2 181 0 -2.09, 2.09
L. El. Roll 0 -π/2 0 0 0.01, 1.56
L. Wr. Yaw 0 0 150 0 -1.82, 1.82

Table 1 DH parameters of the Pepper robot, with angles in
radians and lengths in millimetres. The first set of rows cor-
responds to the transformations of the common trunk of the
kinematic tree. The second set extends the common trunk
with the head transformations; the third, with the right arm;
and the fourth, with the left, as in Fig. 1. R = Right, L = Left,
Sh = Shoulder, El = Elbow, Wr = Wrist.

From now on, let q be a configuration of the robot given
by:

q = [ x y φz Θ ]T (1)

where:

– x, y ∈R are the spatial coordinates of the position of the
centre of the omnidirectional platform w.r.t. an inertial
reference frame (see Fig. 1).

https://www.ald.softbankrobotics.com
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed solution

– φz ∈ SO(2) is the rotation angle of the platform around
the Z axis of the inertial reference frame.

– Θ = [θi] ∈ ℜ15 is the vector of the joint values of the
robot body, the body configuration, with i as the index
of the joints in the following order: Knee Pitch, Hip
Pitch, Hip Roll, Head Yaw, Head Pitch, Right Shoulder
Pitch, Right Shoulder Roll, Right Elbow Yaw, Right El-
bow Roll, Right Wrist Yaw, Left Shoulder Pitch, Left
Shoulder Roll, Left Elbow Yaw, Left Elbow Roll and
Left Wrist Yaw.

3 Emotion Conveyance

The main question that is being addressed in this work can
be stated as:

Can a humanoid robot convey emotions to the user as a
low priority task?

In order to answer this question a model is presented
that, for a given emotion, generates specific kinematic mo-
tions in the null space of the Pepper robot (Sect. 3.1). The
emotion conveyance using the null space and the kinematic
motions has been tested through a user study (Sect. 5.1) and
an analysis of its quality and degree of emotion conveyance
is presented (Sect. 5.2 and 6).

3.1 Proposed approach

Given a scenario with a user, a humanoid robot with its main
task, and a desired emotion, the goal of this work is to ex-
ecute the given task while the robot exploits its redundancy
to convey the desired emotion to the user.

In the proposed approach an emotion is defined as a
point in a three dimension emotion space, which dimensions
are Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance. The values in each
dimension corresponding to the desired emotion are trans-
formed into the kinematic features jerkiness, activity and
gaze, which are ultimately mapped to a continuous range

of body configurations. Thus, our approach does not gen-
erate a single configuration of the robot per emotion, but a
whole range of body configurations. Also, each emotion is
not conveyed by a single body part or kinematic feature, but
by the combination of the three kinematic features.

Finally, each one of the continuous range of body con-
figurations becomes the input of the null space of the robot.
Thus, the main task will be accomplished and the desired
emotion will be conveyed by exploiting the remaining kine-
matic redundancy of the robot.

The diagram in Fig. 2 visually summarizes the proposed
approach. Three variables are fed to the system:

– An emotion, represented by a point xPAD in the Pleasure-
Arousal-Dominance (PAD) space.

– The main task, composed by a temporal sequence of
hand poses in the world frame, and represented by its
position, pD, and the orientation, RD.

– The position of the user eyes in the world frame, pU .

Following, the PAD point is transformed by the function
FJV G into a new space, the Jerkiness-Activity-Gaze (JVG)
space, where its coordinates are mapped into the jerkiness,
activity and gaze dimensions, thus transforming the initial
emotional information to kinematic features. A new trans-
formation, Fm, is applied to transform the JVG point and the
position of the user eyes, pu, into a head orientation, RH ,
and a robot configuration, qm, which contain the emotional
information. Finally the desired hand poses and the emo-
tional information feed the task priority inverse kinematics
block, which outputs the next configuration velocity, that is
integrated, sent to the Pepper robot and used to compute the
current position and orientation, pC and RC, through the di-
rect kinematics, K.

3.2 From PAD to motion features: FJV G

The PAD model [32] is used as the framework to code emo-
tions. In this model Mehrabian describes three traits: Plea-
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sure, P, Arousal, A, and Dominance, D. They are nearly in-
dependent and form a three dimensional continuous space
such that the domain of each dimension is the interval [−1,1].
Points in this space can be linked to different emotions [20].
Several efforts have been made to develop a map between
physical features of human gestures and the dimensions of
the PAD model [7, 21]. Our work is mainly concerned with
the arm and body motions (pleasure and arousal) and the
robot gaze (dominance).

In the present approach, points in the pleasure and arousal
dimensions of the PAD model are mapped to body motions
similarly as in [30] but using the categorization of jerkiness,
J, and activity, V , inspired by [21]. Finally, by exploiting
gaze directness, G, dominance can also be conveyed.

In [21] it is stated that, from a set of 25 motion features
that convey emotions to users, 4 features retain the major-
ity of the emotional information. These 4 features are activ-
ity (which captures how energetic the motion is), excursion
(how is the energy distributed along the motion), extent (the
openness of the arms and head) and jerkiness. Results in [21]
show that activity positively correlates with arousal, as does
extent to a lesser degree, hence the choice of activity as the
carrier of the arousal dimension of the PAD space.

In the literature it is stated that pleasure negatively corre-
lates with jerkiness when arousal is high [21, 33]. To capture
this our proposed pleasure to jerkiness map is such that the
less pleasure, the more jerkiness there is.

Gaze is a powerful mean for robots to communicate with
humans in different tasks [47]. With respect to dominance,
several works [1, 13, 25, 27, 37, 42] point out the correlation
between a direct (averted) gaze and high (low) dominance in
humans. The proposed dominance-gaze map captures this
information. Considering that the gaze of the robot can be
naturally commanded through its joints, it is a straightfor-
ward mean available in a humanoid robot to convey domi-
nance, hence its choice to convey the dominance dimension
of the PAD space.

With the previous considerations a linear map FJV G is
defined between the points xPAD = (P,A,D)∈ [−1,1]3 in the
PAD space to the points xJV G = (J,V,G) within the normal-
ized domain [0,1]3 in the JVG space as:

FJV G :

P
A
D

→
J

V
G

=
1
2

1−P
1+A
1+D

 (2)

3.3 From JVG to the emotional configuration: Fm

Activity, V ∈ [0,1], directly relates to the kinetic energy of
the robot. Let Θm(t) = [θmi(t)] ∈ ℜ15 be the body configu-
ration vector of the robot at time t. Given a minimum and a
maximum expanded configurations, Θ0 = [θ0i ] and ΘV0 =

[θV0i ], respectively, a linear map between activity and the
configuration space of the robot is introduced:

θmi(t) = (1−V )θ0i +V
[
θV0i +hi sin(ω t +ϕi)

]
(3)

In (3) H = [hi] ∈ ℜ15, with hi > 0, can be seen as an off-
set to ΘV0 such that when the robot is in its maximum ex-
panded configuration it oscillates with an angular velocity
ω between the configurations ΘV0 −H and ΘV0 +H.

Differentiating θmi(t), and assuming V , hi, ω and ϕi as
constant, then θ̇mi(t) = ω V hi cos(ω t +ϕi) and the max-
imum kinetic energy Kmaxi for joint i can be computed as:

Kmaxi = max
(

1
2

Ii θ̇mi(t)
2
)
=

1
2

Ii ω
2 V 2 h2

i (4)

where Ii is a given positive value that plays the role of the
moment of inertia of joint i. From (4) it is straightforward
to see that when activity is minimum (maximum), V = 0
(V = 1), the kinetic energy Kmaxi is minimum (maximum).
Fig. 3 visually summarizes the activity category selected in
this work for the Pepper robot.

Fig. 3 Left set of four pictures: frontal and lateral views
of the Pepper robot in its minimum activity (left pictures,
V = 0), Θ0; and maximum activity (right pictures, V = 1):
ΘV0 , the non-shaded configuration; ΘV0−H, the shaded con-
figuration with the lower arms; and ΘV0 +H, the shaded up-
per configuration with the horizontal arms. Right set of fig-
ures: the top figure shows the maximum directed gaze, while
the other two show the extreme averted gazes; note that this
is a basic example and in a real situation the head motion is
added to the base emotional motion, that is, the left figures.
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Fig. 4 A joint base motion (blue) and the same motion with
the added jerk signal (red)

Jerkiness, J ∈ [0,1], over a base trajectory can be con-
structed by adding Fourier series terms in ϕi in (3):

ϕi(t) = J
nJ

∑
j=1

[a j sin(ω j t)+b j cos(ω j t)] (5)

In Fig. 4 a joint trajectory can be compared when the
jerkiness is added using the above expression.

Gaze directness, G ∈ [0,1], is an influential factor when
conveying emotions. The command of the robot gaze is done
through the head orientation, as the eyes are non-actuated.
When the dominance is maximum (D = 1) then gaze is also
maximum (G = 1) and the orientation of the head is faced
towards the user. When dominance is minimum (D = 0), the
gaze is averted (G = 0) and the head follows the motion de-
fined by the activity and jerkiness motion described before.
Fig. 3 shows a direct gaze and two fully averted gazes.

The rotation matrix of the gaze orientation, RH , is com-
puted as the spherical linear interpolation (slerp) between
two head rotation matrices: the direct gaze, RG, and the emo-
tional head orientation, Rm. RG is the rotation matrix of the
head orientation when dominance is maximum, that is, when
the gaze is fully directed towards the user.

The head orientation Rm is computed from the direct
kinematics of qm = [ x y φz Θm ]T , obtained using (3). Thus,
the desired head rotation, RH , is computed as:

RH = slerp(Rm,RG,G)

where the computation of RG is straightforward given the
position of the eyes of the user, pU , and the current position
of the robot eyes, pE . pE corresponds to the position vector
of the head pose, and can be computed from the direct kine-
matics of the head chain. Then RG is a rotation matrix com-
puted with the X axis as the unit vector from the robot eyes
to the user gazed by the robot, pU − pE ; the Y axis, as the
cross product of vector (0,0,1)T and the computed X axis,
and the Z axis completes the orthonormal base. The track-
ing of the orientation in RH becomes the task for the second
priority level of the inverse kinematic algorithm (Sect. 3.4).

Once qm and RH have been obtained Fm can be defined
as Fm(xJV G) = {qm,RH} and fed to the task priority module.

3.4 The Multi-Priority Inverse Kinematic Algorithm

A robot is said to be kinematically redundant when its num-
ber of DOF is greater than the number of variables needed
to describe a given task. A well known mean to exploit the
redundancy is through the Jacobian null space of the robot
[15].

Considering the task x of a robot and its direct kinemat-
ics fx(q), the robot configuration q that fulfils

x = fx(q) (6)

can be obtained using to the first-order differential kinemat-
ics, ẋ= ∂x

∂ t q̇= Jq̇, by resorting to the inverse of the Jacobian,
q̇ = J−1ẋ, and integrating.

When the robot is redundant J has more columns than
rows and the pseudoinverse, J+, has to be used. In this situ-
ation the number of DOF needed to execute the task is lower
than the number of DOF of the robot, and infinite solutions
exist that satisfy (6). The general solution can be computed
as:

q̇ = J+ẋ+Pq̇0 = J+ẋ+
(
I− J+J

)
q̇0 (7)

where P represents the orthogonal projection matrix in the
null space of J, and q̇0 is an arbitrary joint-space velocity
which allows to obtain different velocities of q that satisfy
the desired task. Thus, a secondary task can be executed
through q̇0 with lower priority than task x. This concept can
be further extended to execute different tasks at distinct lev-
els of priority [14, 17, 31, 41].

In this work the selected algorithm is that of [14] and has
been implemented as in [5]. The algorithm has been used
to convey emotions through the priority levels two (domi-
nance, through gaze) and three (pleasure and arousal, through
jerkiness and activity, respectively) as:

q̇t = J+t et

q̇h = q̇t +Pt J+h eh

q̇ = q̇h +
[
Pt − (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]

em

(8)

where:

– et = (Kp εp Ko εo)
T is the error of the main task t with:

– εp = pD− pC; pi, with i ∈ {D,C}, is the position of
the robot final element of task t; and D and C, the
desired and current frames, respectively.

– εo =
1
2 [nC×nD + sC× sD +aC×aD], where ni, si, and

ai are the columns of the rotation matrix that rotates
the inertial frame into the current and desired frames
C and D.

– Kp and Ko are positive definite matrices.
– eh is the head orientation error computed as εo.
– em is the emotional conveyance task error:

em = km (q∗m−q∗)

where q∗i = [0,0,0,Θi]
T , and km > 0.
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– Ji is the Jacobian matrix of task i ∈ {t,h}.
– J+ is the pseudoinverse of J.
– Pt = I− J+t Jt is the orthogonal projection operator onto

the null space of task t. I is the identity matrix.

A proof of the task prioritization of the proposed approach
is shown in Appendix 1, following [14] and [5].

4 Implementation

The algorithm has been implemented in an Ubuntu 14.04,
over a Intel Core i5 at 2500 GHz. The code has been writ-
ten in C++ using the ROS middleware and Rviz has been
used for visualization in the development stage. The main
purpose of the use of ROS has been to ease a future inte-
gration of the software in a higher-level framework. Regard-
ing the execution on the Pepper robot, the generated trajec-
tories have been executed from a Python script loaded to
Choreograph, the official software to command the Alde-
baran robots.

The pseudoinverse in (8) has been computed using the
SVD decomposition. This allows the elimination of the in-
verse of the singular values in the decomposition when the
robot is near singular configurations (δ < 0.001).

The frequency at which the algorithms have been exe-
cuted during the design phase has been 100 Hz. The sam-
ples for the trajectory execution have been fed to the Pepper
robot at 4.45 Hz due to the dynamic constraints imposed by
its lower level controllers. This gives rise to the necessary
question of how much does the sampling frequency affect
the intended jerkiness of the robot, and how to properly tune
the jerkiness values to obtain the desired jerky effect.

The values of the parameters are shown in Appendix 2.

5 The emotion conveyance study

A study has been conducted to evaluate the conveyance per-
formance of the proposed approach, and to analyse the de-
pendencies between the jerkiness, activity and gaze direct-
ness with the dimensions of the PAD model.

The idea behind this study is to understand to what ex-
tent chunks of robot motions convey emotions at an uncon-
scious level. To do so, relatively fast responses of the par-
ticipants have been required, so that their responses capture
the perceived emotions rather than what they actually think
they perceived. The SAM scale [9] has been used to eval-
uate the degree of emotion conveyance. It is a visual ques-
tionnaire composed of three scales, each one corresponding
to a dimension of the PAD space. It eliminates the problems
related to verbal measures, and due to its visual nature the
participants can write their responses fast and intuitively.

Fig. 5 A participant’s point of view during the experiment

5.1 Description

The study has consisted of the execution of twelve trajecto-
ries on the Pepper robot and their evaluation using the SAM
scale. Each motion had a duration of approximately 5 sec-
onds and following the participants had 7 seconds to do each
rating on paper sheets. There have been 30 Japanese partic-
ipants (26 men and 4 women) divided in groups of 2 and
3 persons, mainly students from the university campus; the
average age has been 24.2 with a standard deviation of 3.7
years. The scenario where the experiment took place can be
seen in Fig. 5, where Pepper is 3 metres away from the par-
ticipants.

In all the trajectories Pepper has been doing a salutation
movement with the right hand as the main task while the
platform was not moving. The salutation movement, con-
sisting of a waving motion of the right hand, constrained the
six DOF of the position and orientation of the right wrist.
Simultaneously an emotional movement computed from a
predefined PAD point has been executed.

The twelve trajectories have been shown in the following
sequence:

1. A neutral motion where the Pepper robot only waved
the right hand and the arm. This motion has not been
evaluated.

2. Two random motions. The aim of this pair of motions
has been for the participants to practice the SAM scale.
Thus, the motions have been evaluated, but not taken
into account in the analysis of the data.

3. Eight predefined motions, randomly sorted for each group
of participants. Each motion has been generated from a
PAD point in which the P, A and D values had one of the
two quasi-extreme values in its dimension: a low value
L = −0.75, or a high value H = 0.75. The combination
of all the values (i.e, low P, low A, low D; low P, low
A, high D, etc.) adds up to eight motions. Figs. 6a-6f
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show six frames of different motions; note that jerkiness
cannot be perceived in a photography.

4. Two motions randomly selected from a set of four mo-
tions associated to four emotions (calm, sadness, hap-
piness, fear; generated from similar PAD values as in
[20]). The criteria to select these particular emotions was
to use emotions that were characteristic of the PAD space.
Mehrabian [32] assigns a representative label to each
of the octants of the three dimensional PAD space: the
octant corresponding to positive pleasure, arousal and
dominance (+P+A+D) is labeled as Exuberant; -P-A-D,
as Bored; +P-A+D, as Relaxed; -P+A-D, as Anxious,
etc. Each of the four emotions selected for the user study
belongs to a different octant: happiness, to the Exuber-
ant octant; sadness, the Bored; fear, the Anxious; and
calm, the Relaxed. Also, note that happiness and sad-
ness correspond to opposite octants (+P+A+D and -P-
A-D, respectively); and also fear and calm (-P+A-D and
+P-A+D). Thus, the idea behind the choice of the four
emotions has been to give the participants a set of qual-
itatively distinguishable and well known emotions. And
even though the granularity of the PAD space can be
very fine [20], it was considered that using qualitatively
far away emotions was a good starting point to evaluate
the emotion conveyance of the proposed approach. The
SAM scale has not been used to evaluate these motions.
The participants have been asked to select which of the
four emotions suited best the shown motion. A �Do not
know.� answer has also been included as a fifth option.

In the animation (Online Resource 1) the full set of shown
motions in the user study can be seen: the neutral waving
motion, the eight predefined PAD motions, and the four mo-
tions corresponding to the four emotions.

Prior to the study each participant has had plenty of time
to read the instructions of the experiment and to ask any
question to native members of the laboratory. The instruc-
tions have been adapted from [28] and later translated into
Japanese with the help of Japanese lab members. The exper-
iment took an average of 11 minutes per group of partici-
pants.

5.2 Results

Two main sets of results have been obtained from the data of
the user study. The first set of results accounts for the quality
of the emotion conveyance of the proposed approach. The
second set of results consists of the dependencies between
the features of the physical motions (jerkiness, activity and
gaze directness) and the PAD perceived values.

The underlying assumption behind the study is that the
users will significantly perceive the PAD dimensions of the
shown motions, thus perceiving the corresponding emotions.

(a) PAD = L L L (b) PAD = L H H

(c) PAD = H L L (d) PAD = H H L

(e) PAD = H L H (f) PAD = H H H

Fig. 6 The salutation motion with different emotions

A distinction is needed between the PAD values input
to the robot to generate an emotional motion and the PAD
values of the participant responses, answered in the SAM
scales. Thus, from now on, the former will be named PAD
and the latter, PAD* (or P*, A* and D*, when its dimensions
are expressed separately).

Emotion conveyance results

Table 2a shows the results of the emotion selection part
of the user study (step 4 in the list in Sect. 5.1), along with
the p-values, computed from a binomial distribution, and the
95% confidence intervals of the success rate. The success of
the emotional conveyance can be evaluated from its distance
above chance, which is 20%. 15 samples have been gathered
per emotion.
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The results show an emotion is correctly perceived above
chance when the Pepper robot is trying to convey calm, hap-
piness or sadness. On the contrary, fear is perceived most of
the times (80.0%) as happiness.

It is also interesting to note that, when wrongly per-
ceived, sadness is only perceived as fear. Finally, it has to be
pointed out that even though calm obtained a slightly good
score, the participants have been more uncertain about the
conveyed emotion (40.0% of �Do not know.� responses).

Table 2b shows the results of the SAM scale evaluation
(step 3 in the list in Sect. 5.1): means, µ; p-values, p; con-
fidence intervals, CI; and the Cohen’s d effect sizes, ES. 30
samples have been gathered per measure. The results have
been evaluated through statistical significance towards the
right bias: for example, if a certain motion tried to convey
a high (low) dominance of D = H = 0.75 (D = L = -0.75) it
has been verified that the mean of the perceived dominance,
µD∗ , has been positive (negative). The quality can be anal-
ysed using the p-value and the effect size. An effect can be
interpreted as small if the absolute value of the effect size is
less than 0.2; medium, if higher than 0.2 and less than 0.8;
and big if it is higher than 0.8. The 95% Confidence Intervals
are added for ease of interpretation.

From Table 2b the most straightforward conclusions can
be summarized as:

– In two PAD points the three dimensions are well con-
veyed, in PAD = LLL and PAD = HHH, though the for-
mer is far better conveyed, as can be deduced from the
p-values.

– Four PAD points are well conveyed in two dimensions:
LHH, HLL, HLH, HHL, with mixed results. For exam-
ple, in HLL the arousal and dominance are better con-
veyed than the pleasure and dominance of HLH.

– Two PAD points, LLH and LHL, are well conveyed in
one dimension.

It can also be seen that arousal is well conveyed in 7
of the 8 motions, while dominance in 5 and pleasure in 4.
Overall, the interpretation of the results is not obvious and
a deeper analysis of the data is necessary to understand the
interactions between the intended conveyed emotions and
the perceived ones.

Overall perceived values and correlations

The second set of results are presented in Table 3. The
main purpose of this analysis is to shed light on the hidden
interactions between the JVG variables (Jerkiness, Activity
and Gaze) and their perceived PAD* values, not obvious in
the previous results. The comparison is done between the
JVG motion features and the perceived emotions, PAD*, be-
cause this approach allows a more intuitive visualization of
the robot motions and eases the interpretation of its effect on
the perception of the participant.

Note, from (2) and as explained in Sect. 3.2, that a high
jerkiness, J = H, corresponds to a low pleasure, A = L; a
high (low) activity, V = H (V = L), corresponds to a high
(low) arousal, A = H (A = L); and a direct (averted) gaze, G
= H (G = L), corresponds to a high (low) dominance, D = H
(D = L).

Table 3a shows the means, µ , standard deviations, σ ,
and effect sizes, ES, of the PAD* values of the SAM scales
rated by the participants; 240 samples per measure have been
gathered. In Tables 3b-3e, the Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficients between the JVG variables and the user PAD
responses are presented. Table 3b shows the overall correla-
tion coefficients, and the next six tables present the correla-
tions for certain conditions (i.e. averted gaze, G = L). Bold
values are statistically significant (p < 0.05). For the corre-
lations in Tables 3c-3e 120 samples per measure have been
gathered.

Table 3 can be summarized as follows:

– There is a statistically significant bias (pD∗ = 0.001) to-
wards non-dominance (µD∗ =−0.10).

– Activity correlates positively with arousal (rEA∗ = 0.43).
– Jerkiness does not correlate with any value of the SAM

scale.
– Gaze directness correlates positively with dominance (rGD∗ =

0.22), highly (rGD∗ = 0.48) when activity is low, and al-
most nothing when activity is high (rGD∗ = 0.01).

– When activity is high gaze negatively correlates with
arousal (rGA∗ =−0.23). Also, when gaze is directed the
correlation between activity and pleasure, arousal and
dominance (rEP∗ = 0.64, rEA∗ = 0.57, rED∗ = 0.56) is
more than the double than when gaze is averted (rEP∗ =

0.12, rEA∗ = 0.28, rED∗ = 0.28).

6 Discussion

The results in the previous section point out that happiness
and sadness are correctly recognized; calm is slightly well
perceived above chance, and fear is mostly interpreted as
happiness.

Also, from the data presented in Table 3 some conclu-
sions can be extracted:

– From the statistically significant bias towards non-dominance
it can be deduced that Pepper is perceived as low dom-
inant. This seems reasonable as in fact Pepper does not
seem by design very dominant and the design can have
a significant impact on the user perception of the robot
[19]. It also implies that in order to transmit a dominant
emotion (with body motion, voice, or any other mean)
this bias should be overcome (but it would be easier to
transmit low dominant emotions).

– Activity effectively carries the arousal information.
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Table 2 Emotion conveyance results

Responses (%) p
Emotion C* F* H* S* � C* F* H* S* �
Calm 33.3 6.7 20.0 0 40.0 0.06 0.83 0.35 0.96 0.02
Fear 6.7 13.3 80.0 0 0 0.83 0.60 0 0.96 0.96
Happiness 6.7 0 73.3 6.7 13.3 0.83 0.96 0 0.83 0.60
Sadness 0 33.3 0 66.7 0 0.96 0.06 0.96 0 0.96

Confidence Interval (95%) of the Responses
Emotion C* F* H* S* �
Calm [9.48,57.19] [0,19.29] [0,40.24] [0,0] [15.21,64.79]
Fear [0,19.29] [0,30.54] [59.76,100.00] [0,0] [0,0]
Happiness [0,19.29] [0,0] [50.95,95.71] [0,19.29] [0,30.54]
Sadness [0,0] [9.48,57.19] [0,0] [42.81,90.52] [0,0]

(a) Results of the emotion selection. 15 samples per emotion have been gathered. Each row corresponds to the results regarding the conveyed emo-
tion of the first column, i.e., users have perceived calm as happiness in a 20.0% of the times (first row and second column in the Responses section);
the success rate of each emotion and the corresponding p-value are highlighted in bold. C*, F*, H* and S* correspond to the perceived/selected
calm, fear, happiness and sadness; � is the �Do not know.� answer.

P A D µP∗ µA∗ µD∗ pP∗ pA∗ pD∗ CIP∗ CIA∗ CID∗ ESP∗ ESA∗ ESD∗

L L L -0.59 -0.30 -0.52 0 0 0 [-0.74, -0.44] [-0.49, -0.13] [-0.65, -0.38] -1.4 -0.6 -1.4
L L H 0.13 -0.14 -0.11 0.03 0.06 0.12 [0.01, 0.25] [-0.29, 0.01] [-0.25, 0.03] 0.4 -0.3 -0.3
L H L 0.27 0.37 0.18 0 0 0 [0.10, 0.43] [0.22, 0.52] [0.01, 0.36] 0.6 0.9 0.4
L H H 0.24 0.20 0.10 0 0 0.14 [0.11, 0.38] [0.07, 0.33] [-0.03, 0.23] 0.7 0.5 0.3
H L L -0.53 -0.30 -0.49 0 0 0 [-0.72, -0.33] [-0.49, -0.11] [-0.67, -0.31] -1.0 -0.6 -1.0
H L H 0.13 -0.03 -0.12 0.04 0.71 0.06 [0.01, 0.26] [-0.21, 0.14] [-0.24, 0] 0.4 -0.1 -0.4
H H L 0.18 0.31 0.02 0.07 0 0.86 [-0.01, 0.38] [0.15, 0.47] [-0.17, 0.20] 0.3 0.7 0
H H H 0.19 0.11 0.10 0.01 0.15 0.14 [0.05, 0.34] [-0.04, 0.27] [-0.03, 0.23] 0.5 0.3 0.3

(b) Means of the SAM scale evaluation for each motion. Each row corresponds to the desired conveyed emotion in the PAD scale. 30 samples per
emotion have been gathered. Bold means correspond to emotions that have been perceived in the right direction.

– Jerkiness does not convey anything. One reason might
be that when there is jerkiness there always is another
more energetic motion (activity), thus jerkiness may not
be noticed. Another, as explained in Sect. 4, might be
that the interaction between the parameters of the jerky
motion and the sample rate of the robot are not prop-
erly synchronized. This would indicate that there is a
need for a formal definition of jerkiness, how humans
perceive it, and, specially, how it can be artificially gen-
erated and executed on a robot. The miss-conveyance
of the jerky motions can also explain why fear tends
to be perceived as happiness. First, it is necessary to
consider that both fear and happiness have high arousal
values, but negative and positive values in the pleasure
dimension, respectively. The implemented jerky motion
may have been interpreted as a non-jerky motion, cor-
responding to a higher pleasure emotion, that is, happi-
ness.

– The positive correlation between gaze directness and dom-
inance and, more interesting, the fact that it correlates
highly with a low activity, and barely with a high ac-
tivity, may indicate that when the expanded movement
is very energetic (activity is high) it drags the user at-

tention, thus influencing all the other correlations. When
activity is not so noticeable, other features can arise and
better convey their emotions.

– The negative correlation between gaze and arousal when
activity is high can be explained by noticing that Pepper
staring towards the user diminishes the effect of the ex-
panded arms. This can be explained because the more
the gaze is directed the head moves less, thus the overall
kinematic energy of the robot is lower. Also, when gaze
is directed the correlation between activity and pleasure,
arousal and dominance is more than the double than
when the gaze is averted. Thus a direct gaze diminishes
the impact that activity has on the user.

– There seems to be a gross evaluation in the SAM scale
using the most relevant motion of the Pepper robot. That
is, if activity is the most noticeable (energetic) feature
of a motion, all values of the SAM scale positively cor-
relate more to activity: activity seems to drag not only
arousal, but also dominance and pleasure. If activity is
low, then gaze is the dragger. This might indicate that the
user tends to create a general binary notion of the emo-
tional state of Pepper (happy/sad, good/bad, etc.) and the
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Table 3 PAD Means and JVG to PAD* correlations

µi pi CIµi ESi
P* 0 0.91 [-0.06, 0.07] 0.01
A* 0.03 0.43 [-0.04, 0.09] 0.01
D* -0.10 0 [-0.17, -0.04] -0.21

(a) Means, µ; p-values, p; confidence intervals, CI; and effect sizes, ES, of the PAD* responses. 240 samples per emotion have been gathered. The
index i is the PAD* dimension of the corresponding row, i.e, µA∗ = 0.03; this notation also applies to Tables 3b - 3e.

rJi rVi rGi prJi prVi prGi CIrJi CIrVi CIrGi

P* -0.02 0.39 0.29 0.61 0 0 [-0.11,0.15] [0.28,0.49] [0.17,0.40]
A* -0.01 0.43 0 0.54 0 0.47 [-0.12,0.14] [0.32,0.53] [-0.13,0.13]
D* 0.03 0.41 0.22 0.69 0 0 [-0.10,0.16] [0.30,0.51] [0.10,0.34]

(b) General Correlations. 240 samples per measure have been gathered.

Low Extension (V = L) rJi rGi prJi prGi CIrJi CIrGi

P* -0.03 0.66 0.32 0 [-0.21,0.15] [0.55,0.75]
A* -0.05 0.23 0.22 0 [-0.23,0.13] [0.05,0.39]
D* 0 0.48 0.48 0 [-0.18,0.18] [0.33,0.61]

High Extension (V = H) rJi rGi prJi prGi CIrJi CIrGi

P* 0.07 -0.04 0.86 0.72 [-0.11,0.25] [-0.22,0.14]
A* 0.07 -0.23 0.87 0 [-0.11,0.25] [-0.39,-0.05]
D* 0.09 0.01 0.92 0.43 [-0.09,0.26] [-0.17,0.19]

(c) Correlations for Low and High Activity. 120 samples per measure have been gathered.

Low Jerkiness (J = L) rVi rGi prVi prGi CIrVi CIrGi

P* 0.33 0.28 0 0 [0.16,0.48] [0.11,0.44]
A* 0.36 0.03 0 0.33 [0.19,0.51] [-0.15,0.21]
D* 0.36 0.24 0 0 [0.19,0.51] [0.06,0.40]

High Jerkiness (J = H) rVi rGi prVi prGi CIrVi CIrGi

P* 0.45 0.30 0 0 [0.29,0.58] [0.13,0.45]
A* 0.51 -0.02 0 0.62 [0.36,0.63] [-0.20,0.16]
D* 0.47 0.20 0 0 [0.32,0.60] [0.02,0.37]

(d) Correlations for Low and High Jerkiness. 120 samples per measure have been gathered.

Averted Gaze (G = L) rJi rVi prJi prVi CIrJi CIrVi

P* 0.02 0.64 0.59 0 [-0.16,0.20] [0.52,0.73]
A* 0.03 0.57 0.68 0 [-0.15,0.21] [0.44,0.68]
D* 0.07 0.56 0.86 0 [-0.11,0.25] [0.42,0.67]

Direct Gaze (G = H) rJi rVi prJi prVi CIrJi CIrVi

P* 0.05 0.12 0.78 0.03 [-0.13,0.23] [-0.06,0.29]
A* -0.01 0.28 0.44 0 [-0.19,0.17] [0.11,0.44]
D* 0.02 0.28 0.61 0 [-0.16,0.20] [0.11,0.44]

(e) Correlations for averted and direct gaze. 120 samples per measure have been gathered.

PAD responses on the SAM scales capture this informa-
tion.

The results of the user study demonstrate that emotions
can be conveyed to the user as secondary tasks using the
null space of a humanoid robot. But it is also necessary to
point out that the mapping used to transform the emotional
information to the kinematic features needs to be improved

in order to convey the desired emotions with more accuracy.
In this regard, we do not claim that the mapping is unique,
nor that the one introduced in this work is the best. Efforts
in this direction need to be made.

Another limitation of the proposed approach is a direct
consequence of the complexity of the task and the number
of DOF of the robot. For a relatively simple humanoid robot
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and a demanding task the dimensionality of the null space
can be too low to convey the desired emotion. It is left for
future work to test the proposed approach in other humanoid
robots and other tasks. It could also be interesting to cre-
ate a dynamic mapping, which could increase in complexity
(for instance, incorporating more kinematic features) as the
number of DOF available in the null space increases, thus
providing a higher emotion conveyance accuracy.

The current implementation of the proposed solution also
needs the user to be in the field of view of the robot, so that
it can gaze him/her to convey dominance. This can be a lim-
itation if the robot needs to stare at a specific location, i.e.,
an object for visual servoing.

All in all, interesting questions arise from this work:

– To what extent does the main task influence the user per-
ception of the robot emotional state?

– How much is the emotion conveyance influenced by the
number of DOF available on the robot?

– How can artificial jerkiness be created and properly exe-
cuted by the robot? How will it be perceived by humans?

– Do more energetic motions better convey emotions? How
many emotion dimensions (pleasure, arousal, etc.) can
the robot simultaneously and successfully convey?

– To what extent does the user empathize with only the
emotions conveyed by the robot body motions, rather
than with motions and voice, for example?

7 Conclusions

A task priority null space approach that conveys emotions
to the users as a secondary task has been presented. The ap-
proach allows the specification of a desired primary task in
the Cartesian space and the use of the remaining DOF to
convey a desired emotion to the user through the robot body
motions. The emotions are defined as points in the pleasure-
arousal-dominance space and a transformation from this space
to the kinematic features jerkiness, activity, and gaze direct-
ness has been introduced. The proposed solution has been
implemented in the Pepper robot and is easily extendible to
any humanoid robot.

A user study has been conducted along with an analysis
of the interactions between the robot emotional kinematic
features and the PAD dimensions of the emotions perceived
by the user.

To the authors knowledge this is the first work to explore
these two aspects of emotion conveyance.

The results indicate that the null space is a promising
mean to convey emotions and that the users do perceive
emotions on the robot even when it is executing a primary
task. Happiness and sadness can be successfully conveyed.
An analysis of the data shows a positive correlation between

activity and arousal, a non-statistically significant percep-
tion of jerkiness, and a conveyance of dominance when ac-
tivity is low and gaze is directed towards the user. The study
also shows that the Pepper robot is perceived as non domi-
nant.

The contributions of this paper are:

– First use of the null space to convey emotions.
– An approach valid for the Pepper robot and easily ex-

tendible to other humanoid robots.
– An analysis of the interactions between motion features

of the robot and the emotions conveyed to the user.

Further extensions of the proposed approach aim to close
the gap between the current implementation presented in
this work and the implementation in real world applications.
In this regard, new studies on other robots with more com-
plex main tasks, like manipulation of an object, or carrying
a load cooperatively with a user, is a must. The adaptation
of the proposed approach to industrial robots can also be an
interesting research topic. A more efficient criteria for pa-
rameter tuning is desirable, too, and more user studies are
necessary to assess the usability and comfortability of the
user when he or she is co-working or cohabitating with the
robot.

Future work will also include a deeper understanding
on the role of jerkiness and a more complex map between
the PAD space and the kinematic features, which could be
addressed using a learning approach. Future studies might
evaluate the usability of the framework and comparison with
users with intellectual disabilities or autism.

Appendix 1

The emotional conveyance algorithm: task priority proof

Following the work in [14] and [5], a proof of the task prioritiza-
tion of the proposed solution is shown below, that is, that the execution
of the lower priority tasks does not affect the execution of the higher
priority tasks.

The next identities will be used:

AA+ A = A (9)

where A+ is the pseudoinverse of A.
Given an idempotent matrix B, that is, B = B2; and Hermitian,

B = B∗ in general, with B∗ the conjugate of B, and B = BT in particular
for this work, then

B(AB)+ = (AB)+ (10)

Given a matrix C, then D = I−C+C is the orthogonal projector
onto the kernel of C, thus idempotent and Hermitian. So, in light of
(10):

(AD)+ = D(AD)+ (11)

Given a task xi of the robot defined as a function of its configura-
tion q:

xi = fi(q)
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differentiating and applying the chain rule,

ẋi =
∂xi

∂ t
=

∂ fi(q)
∂ t

=
∂ fi(q)

∂q
∂q
∂ t

= Ji q̇

a mapping between the velocity of task i and the joint velocities is
obtained.

Similarly, the differential mapping of the main task t, as defined
in Sect.3.4, becomes ẋt = Jt q̇. The joint velocities q̇ as defined in this
work in (8) are:

q̇ = J+t et +Pt J+h eh +
[
Pt − (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]

em (12)

thus substituting (12) them in xt = Jt q̇ it is obtained:

ẋt = Jt
{

J+t et +Pt J+h eh +
[
Pt − (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]

em
}

Using (11) in (JhPt)
+ and rearranging terms the expression can be

transformed to

ẋt = Jt J+t et + Jt Pt
{

J+h eh +
[
I− (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]

em
}

and now using (9) in Jt Pt as:

Jt Pt = Jt
(
I− J+t Jt

)
= Jt − Jt J+t Jt = Jt − Jt = 0

becomes ẋt = Jt J+t et . This expression shows that the emotional tasks
h and m do not affect the execution of the main task t.

Similarly for the task h corresponding to the gaze:

ẋh = Jh
{

J+t et +Pt J+h eh +
[
Pt − (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]

em
}
=

= Jh J+t et + Jh Pt J+h eh + Jh
[
Pt − (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]

em

which using (10) and (9)

Jh
[
Pt − (JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]
= Jh

[
Pt −Pt(JhPt)

+(JhPt)
]
=

= JhPt − (JhPt)(JhPt)
+(JhPt) = JhPt − JhPt = 0

becomes ẋh = Jh J+t et +Jh Pt J+h eh. In this expression it can be seen that
the second priority task h is only affected by the higher priority task t.

Appendix 2

Implementation values

The angular velocity ω in (3) has been set to ω = 2.79 rad/s. One
term has been used in (5) with nJ = 1, a1 = b1 = 0.25 rad and ω1 =
12.57 rad/s.

Following the convention of Sect.2 the values Θ0i , ΘE0i and hi im-
plemented in (3) can be seen in Table 4.
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